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What to expect from an AI?

Robust.
Easy to use.
Fair.
Ethical.
Transparent.
Interpretable.
Explainable.
Human-friendly and job-neutral.



Interpreting/Explaining ML

Often, machine learning resorts to very complex
models.

Random forest

Deep neural net

Raw Data

Baffled user

But decisions are
not interpretable.

How to explain them?
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Hallucinations

Input: gVor elf Jahren sitzt Sufjan Stevens auf der
Buhne im Kolner Prime Club (heute: Luxor).
Translation: About eleven years ago Sufjan
Stevens sits on the stage in Cologne Prime Club
(today: Luxor).

Hallucination:
EPEFA is the first year of the year.
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Interpretability

A possible definition (no real consensus so far):
Interpretability is the degree to which
a human can understand the cause of
a decision.

Interpretability depends on user, on common
knowledge, on system interface, on the kind of
application...

High-stakes scenarios may require explanations.
Recommendation systems may truly benefit from
engaging interactions.



DARPA’s Explainable AI



Legal demands

Since 25 May 2018, the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR - EU) establishes right to
obtain “meaningful explanations of the logic
involved” when “automated (algorithmic)
individual decision-making” takes place.



Main idea about Explainable AI

Goal is to explain the decision made by classifier,
not to justify whether decisions themselves are
good or bad.
We wan to to expose bad decisions; to detect
them so as to fix them.
We want users to understand the decisions so
that they can trust the (reasonable) ones.



Obvious idea: Use interpretable language

Simple technique such as decision tree,
nearest-neighbor.

Problem: tension between accuracy and
interpretability.

Complex model with interpretable semantics.
Perhaps a model from which explanations can be
generated.



Two worlds

AI with explanations:
how to generate explanations from models
(Bayesian networks, rules, plans, etc);
how to understand “teachers” when they explain
matters.

Explainable AI:
how to explain the behavior of a black-box model;
no need to justify decision, but rather to expose
bad decisions and to enhance trust.



Explainable AI: some strategies

Random forest

Deep neural net

Raw Data

Baffled user

After the model is built: sensitivity analysis
(determine most relevant feature / datapoint)

Another strategy: decompositional schemes.
Yet another strategy: model-agnostic schemes.
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Local / global

Local strategies explain a particular decision.

Global strategies explain the behavior of the
whole model.



Global measures of feature importance

Partial dependence plot.

Permutation importance.
Drop-out importance.



Explaining a machine learning task

How to connect with the vast promised
consumers of ML?

Explanations must be given at appropriate level.

Explaining logistic regression in Wine Preference
dataset:

Given the possible labels that the model can choose from (below average, average, average good, good,
very good, excellent), the labels average and excellent were considered most relevant.
Analysing the prediction of average, the most relevant features that suggested a positive prediction
were: volatile acidity and fixed acidity. On the other hand, feature chlorides and free sulfur dioxide
contributed to a negative prediction.
Similarly, the label excellent was suggested by the features diss sulfur dioxide and fixed acidity to
indicate a positive prediction, and features citric acid and residual sugar suggested a negative prediction.

Due to Rodrigo Aquino. Thanks to Itaú-Unibanco!
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Understanding neural networks

Saliency maps, Grad-CAM.



Another strategy: Model agnostic

Baffled user

Random forest

Deep neural net

Raw Data

“Interpretable”
device
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Local Interpretable Model-agnostic
Explanations

Points generated around decision to be
explained.
Interpretable classifier adjusted locally.
LIME package automates it.



Shapley value

Game theoretic method to determine feature
contributions.
Each feature is a “player” in a game where
prediction is the payout.
Shapley value quantifies contribution (a method
to distribute the payout amongst features):

φi =
∑

S⊆F\{i}

|S |!(|F | − |S | − 1)
|F |!

[fS∩{i}(xS∩{i})− fS(xS)].



Case study: Knowledge-base completion

Knowledge bases: Freebase, NELL, ...
Used in language processing, question answering,
search... but incomplete.

〈 Jane , child_of, Ann 〉
〈 John , child_of, Ann 〉
〈 Patti , child_of, Ann 〉
〈 Ann , born_in, Miami 〉
〈 Jane , born_in, Miami 〉
〈 John , born_in, Miami 〉

Jane
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John

Ann

Miami

?
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Embeddings for triple classification

born_inPatti Miami

State-of-art accuracy.

Poor interpretability:
numbers lose all
semantics.
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An “interpretable” scheme: SFE

Jane

Patti

John

Ann

Miami

child_of child_of,
born_in . . . born_in

Jane, Ann 1 0 . . . 0
Jane, Miami 0 1 . . . 1

... . . .

?

Logistic regression for

P(born_in = 1|Horn clauses)
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A model agnostic strategy

Jane

Patti

John

Ann

Miami

SFE: finds paths in graph;
each path is a Horn clause.

Logistic regression
over Horn clauses.

Due to Arthur Gusmão, Andrey Ruschel. Thanks to IBM and FAPESP, and to Itaú-Unibanco!
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A “positive” triple from Freebase 13

〈 francis_ii_of_the_two_sicilies , religion, roman_catholic 〉

Reason #1 (2.456) religion(X,Y) ← parents(X,Z), religion(Z,Y).
Reason #2 (1.913) religion(X,Y) ← spouse(X,Z), religion(Z,Y).

francis catholic
religion

religion

relig
ion

pare
nts

spouse
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Conclusion

Current success of AI brings new challenges;
among them, interpretability / explainability.
There are many different concepts and
strategies.
Several challenges remain open!


